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INTRODUCTION

1. This report deals with ECA statistical activities since the tenth session of

the Conference of African Statisticians in October 1977» However, for continuity

with the previous report given in document E/CN.14/CAS«10/lf numerical information

relates to July - December 1977 and the calendar years 1978 and 1979°

2O For subjects on which separate reports have been prepared, the present

document confines itself to brief comments. Its purpose is to provide an overall

view of how statistical activities have developed during the last "two years as a "basis

for deciding the future programme* It also draws attention to relevant conclusions

of the twentieth session of the United Nations Statistical Commission in February

1979-

HEW CONFERENCE ARRAKCEMENTS

3, In response to suggestions made by the ECA Executive Secretary, the Conference

of African Statisticians at its tenth session indicated its willingness to play a

more operational role within the context of technical co-operation through (a)

inter-governmental advisory services and other projects designed to improve the

dissemination of methodological expertise within the region and (b) the assumption

of more direct responsibility for somo aspects of statistical development.

4o As a basis for working out the now arrangements in more detail, the Conference

requested the secretariat to (a) compile lists of national statistical expsrts and

specially useful experience gained in various parts of the region (b) investigate

a possible re-organisation of the Conference within the ECA structure to enable it

to become more directly operational and (c) make a further examination-of the

statistical implications of the current effort to promote a hew international

economic order,

5. The secretariat reviewed the terms of reference and organisation of United

Nations and other statistical bodies and prepared a report on the future role of

the Conference of African Statisticians. Th3 English version of the paper was

distributed in August 1978 but, before the French translation could be distributed,

another event intervened,,

6O At its nineteenth meeting at Arusha in October 1978? the ECA Executive Committee

considered the re-structuring of the Commission with the aim of reducing the

number of meeting: of its various bodies c.-;d enabling them to operate more

effectively. One of its propolis was to :\ierge the Conferences of African Planners,

Statisticians and Demographers, The matter was subsequently examined by the United

Nations Statistical Commission which advised against the merger. Nevertheless the
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merger was confirmed by the fifth meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers in March 1979<

Since then the secretariat has been doing its best to ensure that the new arrangement will

be satisfactorily implemented*

7o Obvious advantages are the prospect of better co-ordination between the three

groups of technical officials, with a better understanding of the need for factual *

information and a batter appreciation of the importance of factors such as population

trends and characteristics in the development process. The disadvantage, of course,

is the reduced possibility of dealing with detailed technical topics in a large

meeting, which itself can be effective only if there is adequate national representation

by all three groups of technical officials.,

do The draft terms of reference for the Joint Conference of African Planners,

Statisticians and Demographers are presented in the paper for item 4(a) of the agenda,,

The request of the previous Conference of African Statisticians for a closer look at

the data implications of the new international economic order is dealt with in the

paper for item 403)*

9<, It is very important that the change in conference arrangements should not

affect the determination expressed by African statisticians to collaborate in an

enlarged programme to ensure adequate factual data for the region.

ORGANISATION AMD STAFFING OF THE

ECA STATISTICS DIVISION

10. The posts available to the Statistics Division and its general structure are

shown in the following table„ Tho Regional Advisory Service in Demographic

Statistics (RASDS) is the previous African Census Programme and it operates with

the African Household Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP) in the new Censuses and

Surveys Advisory Service under the leadership of the Deputy Chief of the Division*

The project .for assistance in national accounts to least developed countries has

been shown separately but works in close collaboration with the General Economic

Statistics Section,,

11. It will b^ seen that there are some 50 posts, of which half are professional.

UNFPA provides six professional and four general service staff, while six

professional and two general service staff are financed by UNDPO ILO has assigned

one surveys adviser to work with the ECA team. All other posts are financed

from the regular budget of the secretariat„
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Posts in the Statistics Division. 1979

: . ■ Professional General service ,

Regular Pro.ject Statistical Secretarial

Office of Chief 1 1

Censuses aoid Surveys Advisory Service 1

Regional Advisory Sercice in ,

Demographic Statistics (RASDS) 5~^ ' 1 3

African Household Survey ^ ,

Capability Programme (AHSCP) " 3^ ' 1

Statistical Training Programme for

Africa. .(STPA}_ ;: 2 ■ ' 1

Assistance' to LDCs in national accounts 2 . 1

General Economic Statistics Section 5 8 . 2

Demographic and Social Statistics Section 2 11

Data Bank (External trade and related

statistics) 3 .4 1

.Total 12 13 14 11

1/ Excludes an additional post requested for civil registration,

2/ Includes an ILO surveys adviser stationed with the ECA team.

12, 'j-'he next table shows hovj thj profesional posts have been occupied during

the ,twp. .and...a half years, ."beginning July 1977» Here the most notable change is the

increase in professional-t-imo available due to the 3xpansion of technical assistance

activities. The table also shows a fairly large staff turnover. Not counting a

short term consultant, seven persons left during tho reporting period and 16 joined,

'^Luding one promotion from the general service category,, At the time of writing,

November 1979) 'there are still three technical assistance posts to bj filled in

demographic statistics, household surveys and national accounts,, All regular

budget professional posts are filled.
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Professional time available iian-months

1978 1979

—

-

2

-

6

-

6

—

6

6

-

7
_

12

—

—

12

12

11

3

8

12

6

8

4

Office of Chief

w.L. Booker 6 12 12

Censuses and Surveys Advisory Service ■ ... ... ■ - -

K-T. de Graft-Johnson 6 12 12

.Regional Advisory Service in"Demographic Statistics

(RASDd)
LtA. Golecraft

"A*K- Si ass,

A.K. Maitra

W. Joseph

V. Raible

D.#. Benzine

M,3. Ledjri

H. David

African Household Survey Capability Programme (AH3CP)

A.C. Basu (ILO)

P. wingfi eld-Di gby

Sub-total

Statistical Training Programme for Africa (STPA)

R.R. Oswald

J-K. Balla Avolo

Sub-total

Assistance to LDCs in national accounts

Nguyen thi Nguyen (Ms)
" " Vacant "

Sub-total

General Economic Statistics Section

M. Fall 6 12 12

K-C. Wang 3

Ao Cummings-Palmer 6 .12 12

H. Rakotobe 3 12 12

M. Tlale (Ms) - 9 12
N. Banabila 6 3 -

A.K. Amelewonou - 6 12

J . Spykerman

Sub-total

Demographic and Social Statistics Section

R. Andrianasolo

T, Makannah

Sub-total

Data Bank (External trade and related statistics)

J.F.R. Casimir 6 12 12

D. a, M. M zumara - 8 12

P. Santa Cruz - 6 12

K. Tong 6 3 -

Sub-total 12 29 36

Total 81^/ 177 252
l/ The total for 1977 was 166.

20

-

—

6

6

43

3

3

12

12

88

8

12

20

12

12

29

6

2

8

54

12

12

24

■ 60

12

12

24
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Summary comment

13- The' conference arrangements discussed in the socom1. section of this report

constitute a new factor in the overall regional statistical situation and it is toe

*;arl.y co afi&jss tn.. probable offsets of the .change. Hov;\,ver, m all other respects,

it appears that the recommendations ■ of tho t>-nth session oi' the Coufer^ncj of

African Statisticians have mr,.^ faster progress towards implementation than

originally expect od«> ■ ■ ■' ■

II* ECA Statistical Newsletter Ho. $2 noted tho following main requirements with

respect to the programme modifications introduced by the Conference of African

Statisticians in 1977: EGA must now be prepared to support projects undertaken

directly by the Conference; there should be a gradual shift from aO hoc statistical

studies to continuing data base and methodology operations in selected subject

areas; some aspects of methodological development and technical assistance previously

shown as separate projects should be assimilated into integrated programmes.

15» African statisticians have already undertaken two regional projects in distribution

and price statistics, largely at the expense of their own Governments, which can be

expected to result in fruitful follow-up action, African exports are increasingly

participating"in consultancy and advisory work. Ad hoc studios have boon almost

eliminated from the work programme of the ECA Statistics Division and research is

now specifically related to ongoing projects," Most of the"work" concerned with assistanc

to African statistical development has been co-ordinated in specific action programmes.

16. In addition to the African self-reliant initiatives in distribution and price

statistics, the following developments at regional level should be born.: in mind:

Continuation of the African Census Programme as the Regional Advisory .

Service in Demographic Statistics (RASDS)=

Provision of a regional supporting component for the African ■Household

Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP).

Establishment of the Statistical Training Programme for Africa (STPA)

.with...a regional supporting componento.

.Enlargement of the previous project in national accounts and related

.-.economic series, mainly with, the intention-of assisting least developed.

and-.newly independent, countries«,-

17- A few further relevant factors can be mentioned. The work on international■

trade, balance of payments and industrial statistics is achieving a firmer basis in

conjunction with global operations,, Similar developments can be expected soon in social
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statistics, in addition to civil registration which is already a priority topic.

Other emerging activities include transport and communications statistics, plus

agriculture in collaboration with F&G.

18. In general, the position is that the initiative of African statisticians,

plus rno^e \n\,erest and support at the international level, is leading to a

clearly identified framework of regional activity which could improve African

statistics fairly quickly*

19• The main remaining area of doubt is the extent to which African Governments

appreciate the need for quantitative economic and social data in a form which

permits integrated analysis of the current situation and some assessment of

problems and prospects„ At the official level, there is certainly an

understanding of data requirements but ideas about data analysis and applications

need further development. The latter may be one cause of the relatively small

demand for statistics at the political level. This is the area where the new

conference arrangements, with a joint output from the planners, statisticians

and demographers to the Conference of Ministers could make a significant impact.

20. The following notes attempt an assessment at project level for the purpose

of deciding future orientation of the overall programme. The notes should

"be read in conjunction with the reports provided on most of the main activities;

they follow the principal headings in the current statistical programme.

General aspects of co-ordination and development

21. Enough has already been said about the shift from the previous Conference

01 African Statisticians to the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians

and Demographersc The outcome will be evident at the first session of the

Joint Conference in i-iarch 19GO and will be successful if there is adequate

participation of the national technical officials concerned.

22. The continuing review of statistical organisation and staffing in the region

has "been taken over by the Statistical Training Programme for Africa (oTiJA) which
is deal1.', with in the next section* The first review in the new context was

beset u;y a surprisingly large loss of questionnaires in the post. in incomplete

report was assembled during the third quarter of 1979 and follow-up action

should produce something "better in time for the Joint Conference.

23- No general up-dating of the "Directory of African .statisticians has been

attempted because of the need to produce a supplementary listing of African

statistical specialists available for advisory assignments. Both lists have

been extensively used by the secretariat for recruitment purposes and African

countries will probably find them equally useful for organising the inter

governmental advisory services discussed by the last session of the Conference

of African Statisticianse
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24. A further inquiry into the use of electronic data processing equipment in

the region has "been made and the report will aim to highlight some of the main

problems. Some of the problems will also be considered separately in reports

on the census and survey programmes»

25. The work programme item dealing with co-ordination of data bank activities

has already been restricted to statistical data bases. jCA nevertheless

intends to establish a documentation reference service and other data bases

for the region.

Statistical Training Programme for Africa (SIPA)

26. The Statistical Training Programme for Africa (3TPA) was established by the
Conference of African Statisticians in October 1977 and funds for a regional

supporting component were approved by UNIX? in mid-1978. The two experts

comprising the regional component assumed duty in October 1978 and .'lay 1979

respectively.

27. 3TPA is conceived as a ten year programme with the general aim of making

Africa self-reliant in statistical training. The task is formidable,

particularly when it is borne in mind that statisticians are required by other

government agencies and the private sector in addition to national statistical

services. It seems unlikely that dependence on overseas support can be

significantly reduced until a properly co-ordinated regional operation has been

developed, which will take a few years of serious work.

28. Membership of the programme is flexible and it currently comprises 12

centres providing international services- It is estimated that the present

output of these centres (approximately 280 professional and 200 middle level

statisticians a year) will need to increase by about half to meet overall

African requirements. The greater part of the necessary increase in output

relates to ."iinglish-speaking countries.

The priority objectives of 3TP.A. includes

(1) Better provision of fellowships.

(2) Training of more local teaching staff.

(3) Extension of activities at some centres which are providing

only limited services for the region*

(4) Re-orientation of teaching programmes in line with the work

actually done by statisticians in the region.

(5) Development of in-service training for middle level personnel.
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29- In the short period since the programme became operational, encouraging

headway has boon made in dealing with these priorities. ■

30. With regard to fellowships, some progress has been made in developing, procedures

which provide a better and quicker linkage between submission of candidatures

for training, the selection arrangements 01 the centres, and requests for fellowships

by the-governments.of candidates* In this connection it has been necessary to undertake

a careful assessment of fellowship costs at individual centrus. Uork in 1979 concentrated

on the centres at Dar-cG-cnlaara and Kampala which had specially urgent problems,

31- The "budget for the STPA regional component contains.some provision lor the .

training of local lecturers. Systematic arrangements will "be established in

I98O and some suitable training facilities have already been identified. It is

not proposed to confine the training of local lecturers to PhoD and similar

coursese

32- Centres which need to extend their regional activities include those at

Dar-cs-Salaam, Logon (Ghana) and Kampala. Project documents for these, centres '...

have been prepared with ECA assistance and negotiations are proceeding to obtain

financial assistance from donors.

33. In connection with the professional (practical) re-orientation of training

a comparative study has been made of the curricula of some centres, ' Host African

statistical services would like the .centres to concentrate more on training for the

work to 'be performed in r^al life, but there is the constraint that some trainees

need additional mathematics and statistical theory to enable them to proceed to.

more advanced courses. A further limitation is that the present generation of

university staff tend to have an academic background and arc less familiar with

practical applications, Changes in the nature of statistical training may

therefore bo achieved more slowly than would bo desirable-

M> ECA is assembling available middle level' teaching material. -This will be

reviewed and assembled into packages suitable for .national in-service courses.

35. A meeting of directors of STPA centres was held in October 1979 and provided

guidance on many of the issues outlined above. The report of the meeting and a

separate STPA progress report will be mauc available to the Joint Conference.

National accounts, finance and prices

36. The Conference of African Statisticians had previously requested additional

advisory services in national accounts and related economic series. Advisory activities

during the last few years have shown that the countries needing this kind of assistance

are mainly those in the last developed ana newly independent categories. The
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secretariat "therefore proposed a no;, project on this baeie comprising the existing

national accounts adviser an'.- an additional '.xpi:rt,, The project was endorsed by

countries of the region and approved by LTblDP in June 1>79°

37• It is appreciated lhat countries uhich ar^ not least developed or newly independent

also r..c^air. Gorr. ; t ehuic.,1 cvvic . i:i national accounts, lib problem is forscen in this

rospect uoccusu the ECA regular "budget vri.ll continue to meet some aspects of the

advisory costs and arrangements can "be mad1-.- in a flexible manner,, At the time of

■,;riting investigation of candidates lor the second expert post is proceeding and it

is hoped that recruitment will be finalised shortly,. In the meantime services have

"been maintained by th-j jxisting regional adviser whosu programme has included 18

missions from mid-1977 to the end. of 1579= Three additional country assignments

wore undertaken by a regular staff member,,

3o. j^x x:jS tenth session the Conference of African Statisticians felt that the time

vra.s opportune for a thorough rrvicu of national accounting activities in tho region and

the uses ~o which tho data are being put,. A country questionnaire was issued to

supplement information already available to in.; secretariat and a report will be

produced in time for the first session ol th" Joint Conference The present

inquiry is a little different from its predecessors in that it will attempt to look

more critically at the co-ordinating function of national accounts in the statistical

systems of individual countries and the extent to which effective use is "being made

of the da-;a by tho planners,, An "merging new r Aruircm; nt is oi course disaggregation

at sub-national level for local planning purposes but f■ T,-r countries have yet made

much headway in this r.-spoct.

39* Work on the development of a national accounts data base has continued as a

priority project and figures for all countries of the region arc available in

annual series of origin and expenditure data up to 197^- Provisional estimates

have been made for 1975°

40» Some concern has been expressed about difference fcetMW*1! national accounts data

from various sourcess The secretariat f.;lt that it should look into the natter in

order to chock the validity of its o\jn work- Prom the limited investigation so far

completed it appears that the number of basic sources is rather small* There are the

figures produced by the countries themselves, the estimates introduced by ECA to

fill gaps, and also thw estimates whicli result from World Bank country raiasions.

A iev; other agencies may have their ov.t. estimation procedures but these do not seem to

"be a complication in the situation* The problem in that the basic source data arc

assimilated by a number of other agencies which need national accounts in their oirn

uork. Their compilation arrangements do not necessarily take into account the

dates uhen figures were issited, often omit recent revisions, and arbitrary shifts

have been made in the base years of constant price dataD These considerations,

together v/ith the problem of applying appropriate exchange rates in standardising

national figures explain most of the discrepancies.
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4l> The conclusion of the ECA secretariat is that its worM on the national accounts

data base is providing an increasingly useful inpiai to an understanding of the African

economic situation, development of regional strategi■:■-3 and national planning. It

is particularly important with respect to th~ last named in that it giv. s a broad

quantified picture of the economic differences between individual countries of

tho region,

42. The work is time consuming because it involves a great amount of detail in

compiling basic material or indicators and calculating deflators for inuividual

countries,, Nevertheless the effort seems to be worthwhile and is continuing. An

attempt is now being made to obtain data on external transactions in ord^r to

provide estimates of GfNP as well as GDPO Recently countries have been invited

to involve themselves more closely in the provision of up-to-date national accounts

estimates,, Response to a short questionnaire issued for this purpose seems

promising and is a great improvement on country reticence in divulging figures a few

years agoo

43* As part of its programme to become more directly operational, the Conference

of African Statisticians selected price statistics as a regional priority. A ivorking

group met in June 1979 and its considerations were based on papers presented by some

African countries, with supporting information from the secretariat* The United

Nations financial inputs were limited to interpratation and other servicing costs and

the meeting was well attended by representatives of 13 African countries at the ■

expense of their own Governments, The discussions of tho working group resulted

in a detailed set of recommendations for the improvement of African price statistics

and follow-up action is being taken,. It is envisaged that further meetings of the

working group will be needed to ensure proper implementation of the programme,,

The Joint Conference is requested to review and amend the proposals so that

they can be adopted as a plan of action for the improvement of African price:

statistics,

44 • A detailed compilation of available African price data is grvvn in Statistical

Information Bulletin NoD 13*

45» The secretariat has continued its manual compilation of external transactions and

public sector data but the figures aru still too incomplete to warrant the

establishment of computerised data files. However some of the material on external

transactions is being utilised in providing the new GNP estimates.

4-6. The second report on statistical relationships between economic aggregates,

scheduled for 1979, has not been prepared, because of the amount of time devoted to the

activities reported aboveo However tho earlier results have been taken into account

by the ECA Socio-economic Research and Planning Division in its now work on

projections. With this development and a close working relationship between the two
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divisions it is envisaged that the analysis of national accounts data will

progressively shift to the piaiming sector of the secretariat. A further joint

project is likely to involve the work programme item dealing with input-output tables

for selected countries because it is now becoming clear that this is an area where

Africa could and should bo making faster progress, at least in using the technique

to ensure better internal consistency of data and fill somo important gapso

External trade statistics and datai base operations

47. Sine; the last session of the Conference, of African Statisticians the secretariat

has been making efforts to establish a computerised external trade statistics data

base in addition to its regular work in producing statistical publications in this

area- It will be recalled that the UN Statistical Office and the ECA Statistics

Division share the rc-proccssing of African trad/- data in standardised quantity and

value units. Material from both sourc-s, ^rhich is stored at the International

Computer Centre, Geneva, has nnv: l.~rrccly L.;on copioo. to ECA and trade statistics

for most countries of the region ar-j available on magnetic tape. The format

of the ECA file is a little different from those maintained by the Uii Statistical

Office in order to meet the special requirements of the region, particularly with

respect to the analysis of intrc,-Afriean trade.

48. Series A, B and C of the publication Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa have been

continuing as before. However some delays have been experienced with the changeover

to the new computer and there has been a continuation of printing problems,

Despite this delay there will be some gains in presentation, particularly for

Series A, as well as speed and accuracy of production for all series thereafter,,

In this connection it should be noted that ECA has now dropped its previous country

code and is using the United Nations standard country codec

49. In a report to the tenth session of the Conference of African Statisticians it

was pointed out that there are significant differences in the coverage, valuation,

commodity classification and the definition and classification of partner country

between countries of the region. It was also noted that the majority of African ■

countries did not construct any trade index numbers. This situation still remains.

Further, data on external trade statistics is lacking, or becomes available many

years late for a number of countricso An effort is being made to iraproye..the situation

through contact with the individual countries concerned.

50. The report of the working group on price statistics referred to above contains a

number of recommendations for the development of unit value indexes. These arc

contained in Sub-programme- 1 in the structure and content of substantive work. The

Joint Conference is requested to examine these recommendations and provide guidance

on their implementation,,
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51. External trade statistics is probably the bulkiest regular processing operation

in any statistical officc0 It is for this reason that ECA has found it convenient

to regard trade statistics as the focal point of its data base development and

to associate with it the establishment of files in other subject fields. The

arrangement makes the best use of limited programming capacity, reports on what

has been achieved to date aro given under the appropriate subject headings.

Industrial statistics

52. During the past two years a considerable amount of special work has been undertaken

to provide other ECA divisions with regular date, on industry. Data have been

compiled on mining, manufacturing and energy production for the period 1950-1977,

vihile general industrial statistics have been made available for the period 195O-1976,

Various sources, including national and international publications have been

used,

53* The Statistics Division has a1so boon working on the development of a data base

comprising files on general industrial statistics, commodity production, index

numbers of industrial production and energy' statistics* It is also planned to

create a file on construction statistics in the near futureo

54. It should be noted that the UN Statistical Office has central responsibility

for the collection of industrial data from all countries of the worldo In this

context it is necessary for the ECA secretariat to fulfil a supporting role with

respect to the African region, iee.its task is to ensure that adequate data are-

sent without delay to the central collecting point„ It is from there that the

data are copied to ECA for incorporation in its own files,

5> In this connection a review of industrial statistics practices and methods in

African countries has been undertaken with a view to ascertaining the needs of

national statistical offices in developing more comprehensive and timely industrial

data* It has been possible to undertake a limited number of country visits in

support of this work,, The conclusions are presented in a separate report and the

Joint Conference is requested to examine them as a basis for a regional programme

of actiono

Other economic statistics

56« The scheduled statistical study on production and trade in agricultural commodities

was completed and published in two parts in Statistical Information Bulletins No0

12 and 13- With regard to the agricultural data base, althou ;h considerable use

has been made of material provided by j?AO in connection with nationa.1 accounts

etc, ECA has not yet determined the kind of agricultural file that would be likely

to fulfil its requirements over a number of years. Staff have not been available
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for the basic development work and it also has to b? envisaged that the situation

with respect to agricultural statistics will biKjomo son^uha-t fluid -with 'tho " "■

emergence of ue:; data froi.i the African Household Survey Capability Programme.

57. Manual work has continued on tho development of a transport and communications

data "base. A considerable amount of material is already available for the region

but iio attempt lias yet been :nado to consolidate it in a, computerised filee A

little more-needs to be known about probabl2 future data availability and the

priorities of users before that is done. Tho 1930 working £roup on transport

statistics will probably be implemented on a sub-regional basis, with tvto meetings

in I960 and two more the following ye;;'ro Th ; object is to bring the ECA Multinational

Programming and Operational Centres more closely into tho picture, so that they can

collaborate in data improvement as part of their operational activity with respect

to transports

Jo* Tentative work on the development of tourisui statistics has been maintained but

only a few African countries have significant activity in this area and the establish

ment of centralised computer records is not being given high priority,,

.59* A preliminary seminar on distribution statistics was organised in November 1978

as the first self-reliant project of the Conference 01 African Statisticians, The

meeting was attended by 12 African experts at the expense of their own Governments.

Their recommendations are presented in a separate report which should lead to another

concerted regional development effort.,

6Q« Regular work on the African Statistical Yearbook has bee:: maintained but the

publication has been beset by continuing problems of typing and printing. As an

intermediate measure the Yearbook has been programmed for reproduction by computer.,

The main advantage of the arrangement is that, after the initial input of data,

each issue will need to incorporate only nc-jvr figures and revisions, which solves the

typing problem,, The disadvantages are that the method requires photo-offset

reproduction, which is slow at 2CA, and more importantly thors is still no direct

link, "between the file which produces the Yearbook and the more detailed files

being developed for particular subjects,, It will be necessary to shift as soon as

possible to the production of Yearbook tables directly from1 the 'subject''files,,

61, A special issue of ths African Economic Indicators publication was produced for

the twenty-first anniversary of ECAO Work on the periodic Statistical Information

Bulletin has continued normally apart from the printing difficulties noted above.

However a consideration in connection with this publication is that there have been

fewer issues recently because mo-re material has'been published in' soparate""docuinents

needed for meetings. The Bulletin has a useful continuing function in disseminating

information and becomes specially important when there arc topics on which regional

consultations cannot be held. With thu. recent increase in such consultations the

Bulletin is tending to play a more subsidiary rolea'
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Demographic and social statistics

o2« The section dialing with demographic and social statistics provides continuing

support to the Regional Advisory Service in Demographic Statistics and to the

African cad the global Household Survey Capability Programmes, in addition to its

baeio uorl-u1' It also has responsibility for backs-topping regional statistical'

training and the Chief of the section is the Project Officer for the Statistical

Training Programme for Africa (STPA)O

63« Since completion of the 1970 round of population censuses, many African

countries have given priority to the development of their civil registration systems,

Accordingly, the ECA secretariat undertook a study on "Methods and problems of

civil registration practices and vital statistics collection in Africa" which

will serve as a background document for a working group on civil registration in

Africa planned to "be held in July I98O. Assistance has also been given to OCAM and

UDEAC on the preparation of a manual for civil registration personnel, and to

OCAM in servicing a seminar on civil registration held in May 1979*

64. A report on "Social indicators of relevance to Africa" is presented in a

separate document. The report discusses the conceptual and methodological problems

involved in the development of social indicators in the region and suggests a

set of indicators that could be included in the relevant programmes to provide a

comprehensive picture of social well-being and equity. The Joint Conference is

invited to guide the future development of this work.

65. The format for a regional computer file of demographic and social statistics

has bean worked outo Arrangements havu been made to exchange magnetic tapes

containing relevant data with, the UK Statistical Office, ILO and WHO. Similar

arrangements are expected also to be concluded with UNESCO and other agencies,,

Data compilation in connection V7ith the data base file in demographic and social

statistics is proceeding and will incorporate exchange of information v.dth UN

Headquarters.

Censuses and^surveys advisory| service

660 All ECA activities with respect to population censuses and household surveys

have been consolidated in one technical assistance unit under the direction of the

Deputy Chief of the Statistics Division. Activities are briefly described below.

Regional Advisory Service in Demographic Statistics (RASPS)

67. This service is a continuation of the previous UNFPA financed African Census

Programme which officially terminated at the end of 1977= It currently comprises

two posts in demographic statisxics, one in data processing, one in sampling and

one in civil registration. A second civil registration post has been requested to

cope with the current workload.
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68. At the time of writing there is a vacancy in the team for one demographic

statistician,, Here it should be noted that there has been a continuing "turnover

of census advisers since the programme began in 1971» In the earlier years mainly

non-African experts were employed- They came because they wished to broaden their

knowledge of developing countries, made a good contribution to the region in the

process of doing this, and then normally departed after about one yearo It can be

expected that more continuity in the work will be achieved through better availability

of African experts,

6$* Evaluation of the results achieved in the 1970 round of population censuses is

continuing and a large amount of detailed work has been undertaken on individual

projects but it has not yet been consolidated in one document. It would be

premature to do so before more census results are available,, In this connection

it is worth noting that data processing and analysis has generally been the

slowest part of most census operations,

70. A working group in July 197Q determined the basic guidelines for the I98O census

operations,, In the same year a training workshop was conducted for the English

language groupe

71. During the period mid-1977 to end-1979 99 census advisory missions were

undertaker, in African countries,, There is no doubt that population questions are

now being given very serious consideration by Governments of the region and the

supporting data collection activities arc becoming systematic and effective, A

more complete report on the progress of the 1930 round of population censuses is

presented in a separate document.

African Household,Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP )

72O A determined effort to develop much needed survey activity in the region was

initiated by the Conference of African Statisticians in 1973 and technical guidelines

were provided by a working group in 1974= Since then a great deal of technical and

operational work has been achieved and about half the countries of the region have

active survey operations.

73» The African initiative in establishing AHSCP led the nineteenth session of

the UN" Statistical Commission to recommend extension of the work to other developing

regions, with the result that AHSCP is now a component of the global National

Household Survey Capability Programme (MHSCP)O The twentieth session of the

Commission is February 1979 further emphasised the importance of effective

development in this area.,
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74. In mid-1978 UNDP agreed to finance a regional supporting component for the

African part of the overall programme,, A survey specialist assumed duty in July

1979 and ILO contributed "by stationing a surveys expert to work with the SCA team.

Pending recruitment of the second adviser included in the UNDP project, a four-month

consultancy mission was organised. The consultancy ended in September 1979 and, at the

tirno of writing, efforts are continuing to effect a longer term appointment. •

75. At the global level, a consultancy meeting of prospective donors to the programme

and representatives of developing countries was organised at UN Headquarters in June 1979°

The reaction of the donors was generally favourable but it is important to note the

basic conditions under which assistance will be provided. Countries participating in

the programme must be prepared to maintain and operate their survey organizations on a

continuing basis after a limited period of external assistance,, They should not

expect too much in the way of incentive payments of the kind given during the African

Census Programme, but support to local operating costs is likely to be available from some

agencies. The bacic requirement is a genuine national commitment to a long term survey

operation, which is practicable only i.f statisticians can persuade their Governments

to give priority to the work in both national development plans and programmes of

external assistanceo

76. A second working group on organisation, content and methodology of household surveys

was held in October 1979 to review the progress of AHSCP, technical and practical

problems so far encountered, and provide gaidelines for further development. The

report of this group and a general progress report will be presented to the Joint

Conference„

FUTUIE PROGRAMME OF WORK

77. It appears that fairly goad, progress.has heen made in implementing the programme

arrangements recommended by the tenth session of the Conference of African Statisticians.

A start has been made on the organisation of statistical development projects which will

be implemented primarily by African countries themselves with the secretariat in a

supporting roleo Ad hoc statistical studies have now almost disappeared from the

programme in favour of a more integrated operation covering both methodology and

data output in selected subject areas. The shift towards larger programmes of

self-reliant action in specific fields, supported by external assistance, has

continued through the establishment of now efforts in household surveys, statistical

training and national accounts, with a continuation of the previous work on

demographic statistics.

78. At the present time the secretariat therefore does not wish to suggest any further

basic modification of the -tatn sticc.!. programme. However the Joint Conference may

be able to identify additional means by which the programme can be developed as a

streamlined and co-ordinated operation. It is also appreciated that the discussion

on data requirements and analysis for the new international economic order and the
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_ development strategy for tho I9OO3 may lead to some ohrgige i:: emphasis on various

aspects of the programme. The secretariat has already considered this matter as

carefully as possible and it seer.is unlikely that requirements of the 1930s will call for

• the introduction of new programme elements,, For the reason indicated in paragraph 46

it is suggested that project 9»5<j.O7 be deleted.

79o An obvious question concerning programme implementation arises from the new

conference arrangements. If the Conference of African Statisticians has ceased to exist,

where does responsibility rest in respect of the projects which the Conference

previously agreed to implement on its own account? The simple logical answer is that

responsibility has shifted to the new Joint Conference within which the representatives

of national statistical services have much the same functions as beforeo Clearly

it will take a little time for the new arrangements to become fully effective;

they will become effective more quickly if actively used for the implementation of

necessary projects,,

80. The currently approved statistical programme with tentative up-dating is
given in Annex !„
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FUTURE PROGRAMME OF UORIC

The following statistical programme is the existing approved programme of

work which has been tentatively extended through 1936O The sections dealing with

the Statistical Training Proeraiiime for Africa (STR\) and the African Household

Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP) have been amplified on the basis of discussions

at regional meetings on these subjects in October 1979* The expanded project in

national accounts has also been noted briefly and a few items have been re—scheduled,

9.540.00 STATISTICS

Origin: General Assembly resolution 2211(XXl); 3C0S0C resolutions

37(LVII), 2054(LXH), 2055(LXH); ECA Conference of Ministers,
•■■'■ Executive Committee and Technical Committee of Experts; Conference

:■..: j of African Statisticians.

IVoject aim: To develop and co-ordinate statistical services in the African

region to meet the growing data, requirements for administration., "

industry, policy formulation and planning for economic and

■■■..- social development;

■ To develop a regional framework of statistical information,

supported by detailed studies, providing a reasonably comprehensive

account of the African economic and social situation^.

9«54l«OO General aspects of co-ordination and development

01 Servicing meetings of the Joint Conference of African Planners,

Statisticians and De.nographers (l9o0,1982,1934); technical
support to projects undertaken directly by the Conference;

02 Continuing review of statistical organization problems in the

region, preparation of periodic reports, with supporting action

as necessary; .

03 Biennial publication of the Directory of African Statisticians

and the 3ibliography of African Statistical Publications and

periodic publication of the Statistical Newsletterj

04. ivla;intenance: of an inventory of electronic data processing

equipment, related staff resources and applications for the

region and the circulation of periodic summaries and evaluations;

working group on data processing (19O2);

05 Co—ordination of the computerization aspects of data basesa

9.542.00 Statistical Training Programme for. Africa (STBft.)

01 Organization and administration of the programme: consultations

nithAfrican Governments, JTPA centres and donor agencies; special

,: missions, meetings of advisory bo?.rds of JTPA centres, biennial

, ., meetings of directors of centres (l90l,1933,1935), etc; provision
of guidance for the programme hy the Joint Conference of African

Planners, Statisticians and Demographers and tripartite reviews;
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02 .Dissemination ox information on training activities: publication

of the STBV Newsletter and the Directory of STFA Centres, with a

further input from project 9.541.32;

03 Co-ordination of financial resources: . assistance in organizing.

staff training, provision of short—term lecturers; negotiations

with prospective donors, assistance in co-ordinating fellowship

awards and other financial inputsj special assistance to centres

with difficult problems and to particular groups of countries)

04 Co—operative development of training activities: review of

, curricula and syllabuses, assessment of training needs of parti

cular groups of countries, assistance in organizing short—term

courses, development of in-^service training for national statistical

services, provision of a training input to project 9.549,000.

9»543»00 : National accounts, finance and prices . : .

01 Assistance to countries in applying the revised.UN. System of

National Accounts (SNA) and in developing related basic series;
provision of regional advisory services in national accountsj

assistance to least developed and newly independent countries J

02 Progress in the implementation of the SNA in African countries

and uses of the data, periodic report (1935);

03 Development of a data base in-national accounts,, including

financial statistics, using secretariat estimates where necessary,

in co-ordination with other relevant activities of the United

Nations data system; establishment of current sectoral deflators

for African national accounts and other series; working groups

on capital formation and construction statistics (1932) and

national accounts at constant prices (1936);

04 Development of a co-ordinated system of African price statistics

at producer, wholesale* Local purchaser, export and world market

levels, in collaboration with the UN Statistical Office, for which

inputs will be price data regularly available from African countries

plus more detailed information on selected primary commodities;

purchasing power parities, in collaboration with the International

Comparison Project; improvement, of raw material export price

indexes, in collaboration with projects 9.543.03 and 9.544.04;

second meeting of the working group on price statistics (l933)j

methodological study on rural price data collection, in collabora

tion with project 9.549.00 (l9u5); -

05 External transactions statistics: . development of data base and

supporting methodology; ...

06 Public sector statistics: development of data base and supporting
methodology; report on public debt in African countries (1980);

analysis of public sector accounts (l93l); comparative analysis of

trends in public sector expenditure (1933) and growth and importance
of the public sector ()
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07 Examination of statistical relationships between economic

aggregates for'the improvement of national accounts estimatesj

03 Analysis of input—output tables for selected countries (1980)*

9»544.OO External trade statistics

01 Assistance in improving the coverage, timeliness and methodology

. of national trade statistics; ■'..-■:

02 Compilation of quarterly data for the periodical publication of

Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa, Series A, Direction of total
trade;

03 Processing of annual commodity trade statistics for individual

countries in standardized value and quantity units (in collabora

tion' with the UN'Statistical Office); utilization of these records

in developing an external trade data base; publication twice a

year of Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa? Series B, Trade by

commodity and:by country; ■ . .

04 Preparation of special tabulations, etc, to assist the develop
ment of African trade with particular reference to in^raW^rican

trade and terms of trade; periodic publication of Foreign tfrade
Statistics for Africa^ Series C,- Summary tables '

9«545<>OO Industrial statistics -;

01 Assistance to individual countries in applying the international
recomraenclations for industrial statistics and improving .-the

coverage and timeliness of these data; working groups or. industrial

statistics (l98l) and data on small scale and household Industries
(1985) r ■■ : :

02 Development of data base for general annual industrial statistics
and annual and monthly commodity production in the.fields of. mining;

.manufacturing, electricity,: gas and water; the data base idll

include energy balance sheets;

03 Continuing statistical studies on productivity, structure and

development of manufacturing in Africa, capital output ratios,

local processing of rat* materials for export, relationship "

between production and trade in African manufactured productso

9*546*00 Other economic statistics

01 Agricultures, development of a data base.incorporating FAO and
other material;

02 Transport and communications: development of data base and provision

of Jifethodological; Assistance to. countries? in collaboration with

the UN Statistical Office; sub-regional working groups or. .transport

statistics (1980. 193l); methodological study on measurement of
road transport movements (l9u0); statistical studies on air transport
(l93o) and African merchant shipping fleets (l93l);
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03 Tourism: development of a. data base and; supporting methodology;

training seminar on tourism stp.tistios (19GA); . ■, .

04 Distribution: development of data base and supporting methodology!
studies on the collection of data relating to itinerant traders

(19S2) and constant price data and indexes relating to the
distributive trades (1932); working group on distributive trade
statistics (1934); - ,

05 Preparation of the African Statistical Yearbook, the annual African

Economic Indicators and the periodic Statistical Information Bulletin
for Africa, , ,

9»547»OO Demographic and social statistics

01 Support to population census advisory services and to the African

Household Survey Capability Programme (AHSGP), which will cover

employment,., other productive activity, income, consumption and

expenditure and related social and demographic data; provision of

other advisory services in demographic and social statistics;

02 Methodological studies: Concepts, definitions and classifications
for internal and international migration and study on international

migration statistics in Africa, :(l9o0); concepts definitions, and
classifications for locality, type and size of locality, urban/rural

(l90l); concepts, definitions and classifications for fertility
and mortality (1932); methods and problems of development of civil
registration systems and vital statistics collection in Africa

(1934); framework for the' integration of demographic, social and
related economic statistics for Africa (l935)j

03 Working groups and training workshops: working group on civil

registration systems and vital statistics collection in Africa

(I930)j training workshops for civil registration personnel
(French language group: July 1931, English language group:
October 1981); working group on the improvement of migration
statistics in Africa (1982); working group on concepts, definitions
and classifications for selected demographic and social statistics

fields (1984)1 working group on recommendations for the development
of civil registration systems and vital statistics collection in

Africa (1935); xtforking group on framework for the integration of
demographic, social and related economic statistics (1936);

04 Development of an African demographic and social statistics data
base including a data storage and retrieval system;

05 Review of the progress of development of social indicators in

Africa (1984).

9«543#OO Regional Advisory Service in Demographic Statistics (RASPS)

01 Advisory services in the organization, planning and conduct of

national population and housing censuses, in the processing and

evaluation of census data (in co-operation with United Nations
Headquarters); advisory services in development of civil registra
tion systems and vital statistics collection; in-service training

of local technicians by regional advisers;
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02, , Methodological studies; evaluation of coverage and content errors

of population an4.housing censuses (l93o)| periodic review of

African census and'survey methodology (l93l); data processing
problems in respect of African censusess surveys and civil

: --j\v registration systems (lCjO2), evaluation of collected data (1934);
■ methods and problems of African population and housing censuses

(1936);

03 . .Iforking groups and trainingworkshopss working group on coverage

and content error evaluation of censuses (198b); training workshop
, .' ■ on census taking (French language group: 1932) |' training workshop

on use .of'-statistical software packages in relation to editing

and tabulation of. census, survey- and civil registration data

(1933); second round of training workshop on use of statistical
software packages (19^5)? working group on recommendations for the

: - 1990 round of population and housing censuses -iri^frica (1986).

9«549«OO African Household Survey Capability Programme'' (AflSGP)

01 Advisory services in the planning.arid conduct of integrated

national household survey programmes, in collaboration'with the

UN Statistical Officeo

(a) Preparation of survey programme documents for countries
requiring technical and financial assistance in the context

of the global NHSCPC

(b) Provision of technical advice to African countries which
already have or are intending to establish active survey

operations*, The advice will cover all aspects of survey

takingj with data processing as a specially important

consideration,

02 Development of methodology for the continuing collection,, processing

and analysis of integrated econoraic; social and demographic

statistics from households, in collaboration with the UN Statistical

Office and UN specialised agencieso

(a) Development of illustrative questionnaires and supporting
material on the basis of country experience0 The work will

take into account the place of some aspects of igricultural

statistics, food surveillance and other specially important

topics in household survey programmes.

(b) Adaptation of basic conceptss definitions and classifications
and their further development in the light of survey

requirements e

(c) Examination of special considerations with respecv to survey
design, such as options in organising programmes of inquiries

in distinct survey rounds or as a more continuous operation;

use of the penult i:na', 3 sampling stage as a source of

demographic, labour xorce and other data, improvement in the

precision of income distribution and other data through

stratification at the ultimate sampling stage, practical

problems in applying standard sampling techniques,,
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(d) Reparation ox illustrative tabulation programmes and their

eventual extension to a more comprehensive and flexible data

base approach in handling information from household surveys.

(e) Development of household data analysis. The work will be

concerned with the analysis of data obtained from individual

surveys and with the establishment of inter—relationships

between data from a number of surveys* It will take into

account necessary practical and technical co-ordination

between census and survey planning and implementation,

03 Collaboration with the UN Statistical Office in co-ordinating inter

national and bilateral assistance to participating countries.

04 Iforking groups: Organisation, content and methodology of household

surveys (19SI, 1933, 1985)J

05 Training, in collaboration id.th the UN Statistical Office, the

Statistical Training Programme for Africa (STR\), and bilateral
donors* Assistance in training and developing the staff resources '

needed in establishing effective survey programmes, including

ii>-service training at national level.
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LATEST TEAR OP AVAILABLE AJIUA1 STATISTICAL AQORKJATSS AS AT BBCEKBBR

I,

I
1

II.

/

1/
4/

Country

Least Devilon?d

Benin

Botswana

Burundi

Cap* Verde

Central Africa]

Haputlic

Chad

Comoree

Kthiopla

Gambia

Guinea

La sotho

Malawi

Mali

Niger

Rwanda

Sonalia

Sudan

Tanzania

Uganda

Uppsr Volta

Othar Countrlos

Algeria

Angola

Can^roun

Congo

Djibouti

Egypt

Equatorial Oui

Gahon

Siana

Quirea Bissau

Ivoiy Coaet

Ksnya

Libaria

Libya

Madagaacar

Mauritania

Mauritius

Morocco

Mozambique

Namibia

Nigeria

Reunion

Rhodesia

Sao Tome and

Principe

S™.?gai

S-sych-sll.!s

Sierra L;on?

South Africa

Swaziland

Togc

T-.:niE ta

Zaiiv

Zambia

PAO data in loot

May cover only c

Budget estimates

Monetized QI)P.

National

AccountB

1977

1973

1976

1973

1978

1977

1975

1973

1974

...

1974

1978

1975
1976

1978

1978

1977

1973

1975

1978

1973

1975

197''.

1977

1977

lea

1976

1974

1973

1973

1977

lf-77

1973

1973

1973

1973

1977

1977

1977

1976

1978

1978

1977

1978

1978

1977

J975 ,

1978J

1978

ncnoally.

External

trade

1977

1978

1978

1976

1978

1976

1977

1978

1978

1977

1978

1978

1976

1978

1978

1976

1978

1978

1978

1978

157-1

1973

1977

1?77

]?73

1077

1977

1978

197P

1978

1?78

1973

1978

1973

1973

197S

1977

1973

1973

1^

1977

1576

1378

1978

1975

L977

1978

1978

1973

Electricity

production

1977

1976

1978

1976

1978

1976

1976

1977

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1973

1977/78
1973

1973

1975

1978

1973

197S

1973

1973

1978

1973

1978

1973

1977

1978

1973

1978

1976

1973

1973

1978

1978

1978

1973
1973

1973
1978

Mineral

production

1977

1977

1978

1976

1978

1976

1976

1977

1977

1978

1977

1978

1977

1973

1975

1978

1978

1978

1977

1973

1973

1978

1977

197£

-

1973

1973

1977

1977

1978

1973

1977

1973

1975

1973

1971

1978

1977

1978

1978

-

1978

197b"

1973

1973

1977

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

Agricultural

produstion a/

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1976

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1973

1978

1978
1978

1978

i978

1978

1973

1973

1978

1977

197B

1978

1978

1978

1978

1973

1978

1978

197&

1973

1973

1978

1973

1973

1978

1978

1978

1975

1978

1973

197S

1975

1973

197a

■1978

1978

1978

Kamrfaotur

production

1977

1977

1978

1976

1978

1976

1976

1977

1977

1977

1977

1973

1977

1978

1978

1978

1978

1973

1976

1978

1978

1977

1977

1977

1977

1977

1973

1977

1976

1973

1973

1977

1977

1978

1973

1977

1973

1977

1977

1977

1978

1978

1976

1978

1978

1977

1978

1978

1973

1978

1978

1973

ing
y Transport

1978

1977

1977

—

1977

1976

1977

1977

1975

1972

1978

1977

1973

1977

1978

1977

1977

1977

197a

1973

1977

1973

1977

1977/78

1977

1978

1977

1978

1978

1976

1977

1978

1978

1S77
1978

1974

978

976

976

978

978

976

1978

1975

1978
1973

1978

1978

1976

1976

1976

1972

1975

1976

1973

1974

1976

1971

1976

1976

1975
1976

1977/78

1-777/78

1976

1975

1976

1978

1977

197?

1977

1975

1977/78

1977

1973

1976

1976

1976

1975

1976

1975

1976

1975

1971

1976

1977

1972

...

1973

1976

1976

1976

1975

1976

1975

1973

1976

1976

1977

1977

1976

Health

facilities

1976

1975

1972

I969

1972

1974

1972

1972

1566

1972

1972

1971

1974

1974

1978

1978

1975
1969

1975

1971

1977

1972

1976

1971

197^

1977

1967

1369

1975

1971

1975

1972

1969

1975

1975

1975

1975

1977

1912-

1973

197 5

1972

197a

1969

1975

1969

1972

1973

1975
1972

1977

1977

1975

Publio .

finance »

1976

1978

1978

1972

1977

1976

1977

1978

1978/79
1967

1975

1978/79
1978

1978

1978

1978/79
1977

1977

1976

1978

1973

1973

1978/79
1978

1978

1977

1976

1978

1975

1973

1973/79
1977

1978

1978

1978

1978/79
1978

1973

1977

1978

1976

1978

1978

1976

1973

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

Banking and

finance

1976

1978

1978

1978

1978

1977

1978

1978

• ■•

1978

1978
1978 .

1978

1978

1976

1977

1973

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1978

1973

197a

1973

1978

1978

1977

1978

1978

1973

1978
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